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Abstract. The High Time Resolution Universe survey for pulsars and transients is the first
truly all-sky pulsar survey, taking place at the Parkes Radio Telescope in Australia and the Ef-
felsberg Radio Telescope in Germany. Utilising multibeam receivers with custom built all-digital
recorders the survey targets the fastest millisecond pulsars and radio transients on timescales
of 64µs to a few seconds. The new multibeam digital filter-bank system at has a factor of eight
improvement in frequency resolution over previous Parkes multibeam surveys, allowing us to
probe further into the Galactic plane for short duration signals. The survey is split into low,
mid and high Galactic latitude regions. The mid-latitude portion of the southern hemisphere
survey is now completed, discovering 107 previously unknown pulsars, including 26 millisecond
pulsars. To date, the total number of discoveries in the combined survey is 135 and 29 MSPs
These discoveries include the first magnetar to be discovered by it’s radio emission, unusual
low-mass binaries, gamma-ray pulsars and pulsars suitable for pulsar timing array experiments.
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1. Introduction
At the time of writing, the ATNF pulsar catalogue lists more than 2000 known pulsars
(Manchester et al. 2005). The vast majority of these pulsars were discovered in large
radio surveys, and more than half were discovered in surveys with the Parkes Radio
Telescope. Much of this success is due to the low system temperature and large field
of view provided by the 21-cm “Multibeam” receiver (Staveley-Smith et al. 1996). This
receiver has 13 feeds, allowing us to survey 13 patches of sky at once, drastically reducing
the time to survey a large area of sky. The Parkes Multi-beam Pulsar Survey (PMPS)
(Manchester et al. 2001), Swinburne Intermediate Latitude Survey (Edwards et al. 2001)
and its extensions (Jacoby et al. 2009) all used this receiver, in total discovering nearly
1000 pulsars. A 13-beam receiver also requires a ‘backend’ recorder capable of digitising
13 independent signals. For PMPS and associated surveys, an analogue filter-bank was
developed capable of 96 3-MHz frequency channels per beam and recording each channel
with 1-bit per 250µs sample. Although analogue systems are capable of finer frequency
resolution, the complexity and large size of such instruments limited the number of
channels.
The 13-beam analogue filter-bank is adequate for the detection of the majority of the
pulsar population. However, for the distinct population of millisecond pulsars (MSPs),
which typically have spin periods less than ∼ 30ms, dispersive delays in the interstellar
medium can broaden the pulse significantly across the 3 MHz band. This reduces the
sensitivity of the PMPS and similar surveys to MSPs with dispersion measures (DMs)
greater than ∼ 25 cm−3pc (c.f. the mean DM of the known pulsar population is 230).
Although harder to detect, MSPs are especially valuable objects. In the last decade,
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PMPS HTRU
Bandwidth (MHz) 340 288
Sample rate (µs) 64 250
Number of channels 870 96
Channel bandwidth (MHz) 0.39 3
Number of bits per sample 2 1
Data rate (MB s−1) 52 0.62
Table 1. Comparison of the BPSR backend with the analogue filter-bank backend as used in
the PMPS.
highlights of MSP science includes the pulsar with the fastest rotation period (in the
globular cluster Terzan 5; Hessels et al. 2006), the double pulsar system (Burgay et al.
2003; Lyne et al. 2004) and its impressive tests of general relativity (Kramer et al. 2006),
the ‘missing link’ between the low-mass X-ray binaries and the MSPs (Archibald et al.
2009), and detailed study of the interstellar plasma at au scales (You et al. 2007). Fur-
thermore, timing of MSPs provides highly accurate parameters (Verbiest et al. 2009)
possibly leading to the detection of gravitational waves in the near future (Hobbs et al.
2009).
In addition, 1-bit sampling and limited numbers of channels reduces the capacity to
detect and characterise fast transients. Lorimer et al. (2007) reported the discovery of a
burst of radio emission of unknown origin but seemingly at cosmological distance, which
has sparked great debate over the origin of such events. Although this burst was of great
significance, further study of these bursts would be aided by greater dynamic range and
higher frequency and time resolution.
2. BPSR and the HTRU Survey
To improve upon the highly successful Parkes surveys with the 13-beam receiver, we
conceived of the High Time Resolution Universe (HTRU) survey for pulsars and fast
transients, with the aim of surveying the entire sky with increased sensitivity to MSPs
and fast transient events. This has been made possibly by developing the Berkley-Parkes-
Swinburne Recorder (BPSR), an all-digital multibeam pulsar backend. The digital spec-
trometers were originally based upon the the Internet Break-Out Board (IBOB) platform
developed by the CASPER group at the University of California, Berkley, described in
detail in McMahon (2008). In 2012, these were upgraded to use the Re-configurable
Open Architecture Computing Hardware (ROACH) platform as part of an upgrade to
the backend to support spectral line observations. The properties of BPSR (as used in the
HTRU) and a comparison to those of the analogue system (as used in the PMPS) is given
in Table 1. For further details on BPSR, see Keith et al. (2010). Figure 1 shows contours
of constant pulse broadening time for the PMPS and the HTRU surveys, combining both
scattering and dispersion broadening computed from the NE2001 model (Cordes & Lazio
2002). Clearly, BPSR provides much greater penetration into the Galactic plane than the
filters used in the PMPS, limited only by scattering close to the Galactic Centre.
At Parkes, we are surveying the entire southern sky in three parts:
• The Low-latitude segment covers a thin strip of the Galactic plane, with latitude
|b| < 3.5◦ and longitude −80◦ < l < 30◦. The 4300 s integration time is twice that of the
PMPS, providing the most thorough survey of the inner Galactic plane to date. Here we
primarily target faint pulsars deep in the Galactic plane.
• The Mid-latitude segment covers the majority of the Galaxy, limited by latitude
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Figure 1. Contours of constant pulse broadening timescale for lines of sight at b = 0 for a
frequency of 1352 MHz. The values for the PMPS are shown in dashed lines and for the HTRU
survey in solid lines, with contours at 0.5, 1, 5 and 10 ms. Scattering timescales and DMs were
computed using the NE2001 model (Cordes & Lazio 2002). The Earth and the approximate
location of the Galactic Centre (GC) are shown with crosses.
|b| < 15◦ and longitude −120◦ < l < 30◦. The integration time is 540 s, which allows us
to cover the large area of sky quickly. Here we focus on bright MSPs suitable for timing
array projects.
• The High-latitude segment covers all sky south of declination +10◦, integrating
for 270 s per pointing. Here we primarily target bright MSPs and gather a snapshot of
the transient sky at 64 µs resolution.
In addition, we are undertaking a complementary survey of the northern sky with the
Effelsberg Radio Telescope at the same sensitivity, using a 7-beam multibeam receiver
and digital backend system. More details on the northern HTRU survey can be found in
Ng et al. (this proceedings) and references therein.
Observations of the southern HTRU survey started in 2007 and mid-latitude compo-
nent of the survey is now complete, and observations have been made for ∼ 80% of the
low-latitude and ∼ 50% of the high-latitude survey. Analysis of the survey has so far been
limited to solitary pulsars, or those in orbits much longer than the observation time.
3. Overview of Discoveries
To date, the combined north and south HTRU surveys have discovered 135 pulsars, of
which 29 are MSPs. Much of the survey is still being analysed, and so here we concentrate
on the results of the mid-latitude portion of the southern survey, which accounts for 107
of the total discoveries and 26 MSPs. This compares favourably with the the predicted
discovery rates from Keith et al. (2010), which indicates that the complete survey could
discover as many as 800 previously unknown pulsars and more than 100 MSPs. Details
of the first 12 MSP discoveries appear in Bates et al. (2011) and Keith et al. (2012),
and the first 75 canonical pulsars in Bates et al. (2012). Several of these MSPs may be
suitable for pulsar timing array experiments, with typical timing precision less than 1µs.
PSR J1017−7156 is especially notable in this regard with root-mean-square of the timing
residuals being ∼ 0.6µs over two years, and this pulsar is already included in the Parkes
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Pulsar Timing Array. The rest of this section covers highlights of the HTRU discoveries
to date.
3.1. First Magnetar Discovered by Radio
The first major result from the HTRU survey was not an MSP, but the discovery of
PSR J1622−4950, a 4.3 s pulsar with a very high inferred magnetic field strength, ∼
3× 1014G (Levin et al. 2010). The pulsar exhibits large red noise in it’s timing residuals
and has a highly variable pulse profile. In addition, the pulsar is clearly detectable up to
24GHz, exhibiting a similar profile morphology to that at lower frequencies (Keith et al.
2011). These characteristics lead us to conclude that this pulsar is a magnetar, the
first to be discovered via its radio emission. Observations with the Australia Telescope
Compact Array show possible evidence of a supernova remnant, and changes in the phase
averaged flux density and polarisation (Levin et al. 2010; Anderson et al. 2012). Further
observations at Parkes have demonstrated that although the typical pulse profile is ∼ 2 s
wide, individual profiles are composed of components with widths of ∼ 20ms. The shape
of the profile remains relatively constant with frequency, although the individual pulses
narrow with frequency (Levin et al. 2012). Although the linear and circular polarisation
changes in magnitude and by more than 50% from day-to-day, and the position angles
swing can change wildly, we find that the linear polarisation is generally consistent with
an aligned rotator (Levin et al. 2012).
3.2. Unusual Low-mass binaries
Binary pulsars with degenerate companions are broadly split into three groups: intermediate-
mass binary pulsars, with heavy white dwarf or neutron star companions (IMBPs; Mc ∼
1M⊙); low-mass binary pulsars with light white dwarf companions (LMBPs; Mc ∼
0.2M⊙); and very low-mass binary pulsars that appear to have had a formation process
that involves significant mass loss of the companion (VLMBPs; Mc ∼ 0.02M⊙). Until re-
cently, it had been thought that VLMBPs underwent a relatively long period of accretion,
causing the pulsar to spin up to short spin periods (i.e. < 10ms) and causing significant
mass loss of the companion. However, the discovery of PSR J1502−6752, a 26.7ms pulsar
in a 2.48 day orbit around a companion with minimum mass 0.02 M⊙ (Keith et al. 2012)
challenges that assumption. The true companion mass does, of course, depend on the
inclination angle, and it is possible that we are observing these LMBPs close to face on.
For the companion mass of PSR J1502−6752 to be greater than 0.1 M⊙, the inclination
angle must be less than 13◦, which has a probability of 0.025 of being drawn from a
uniform distribution of three-dimensional orientations. It is also worth noting that, as
mentioned by Freire et al. (2003), there is a distinct gap in the mass functions of the
lowest mass binary MSPs between the VLMBPs. Therefore, if we disfavour the chance of
a face-on system, then either the formation process of VLMBPs does not require a long
accretion process, or that PSR J1502−6752 has an unlikely formation mechanism and so
is inherently rare. We do not yet understand The formation mechanism of VLMBPs, and
the discovery of PSR J1502−6752 undoubtedly complicates the picture further. The dis-
covery of further VLMBPs would be greatly beneficial in determining if PSR J1502−6752
really is a unique, or if the spin period distribution of the VLMBPs is in fact wider than
currently understood.
The HTRU survey has also uncovered a new class of binary pulsar, the ‘ultra low-mass
binary pulsar’ having Mc ∼ 0.001M⊙, typified by PSR J1719−1438 (Bailes et al. 2011).
These objects are discussed further in Ng et al. (this proceedings).
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3.3. Polarisation of MSPs
The improvement in data recording systems and the greatly increasing number of known
MSPs has means we now have a much better sample of high quality polarisation mea-
surements of MSPs. From these observations we see that in many ways the polarisation
of MSPs is very similar to the ‘normal’ pulsar population. In particular, there is a wide
variety in the fraction of linear and circular polarisation and a non-negligible fraction
are amenable to fitting using a geometric model of the emission, i.e. the rotating vector
model (RVM; Radhakrishnan & Cooke 1969). However, many MSPs have very large pulse
widths, especially when observed with high dynamic range (Yan et al. 2011), and in some
cases the polarisation profiles can be very complex and do not obey the RVM (Ord et al.
2004). Keith et al. (2012) argue that this is evidence for a high emission height in MSPs
(up to 50% of the light cylinder). This naturally leads to wide profiles, either because
they are ‘aligned’ or have emission from both poles. In turn, this complicates the pro-
file, making it hard to identify components in the profile and derive emission geometry.
However, in general it seems that the polarised emission of MSPs is not more complex
than in many slow pulsars. There has been success in untangling the complex position
angle variations in slow pulsars through studies of polarised intensity on a pulse-by-pulse
basis (e.g. Backer & Rankin 1980; Gil & Lyne 1995; Karastergiou et al. 2002). Future
high-sensitivity observations may well be able to repeat this success in MSPs, giving us
greater confidence in geometric interpretations of the RVM and a fuller picture MSP
emission. High significance gamma-ray profiles of MSPs could also provide additional
constraints on geometry, and test theories of radio emission from the outer magneto-
sphere.
3.4. RRATs and Transients
In addition to the MSP discoveries, we have also discovered 11 Rotating Radio Transients
(RRATs; Burke-Spolaor et al. 2011b). We have detected many more transient events,
with the majority most likely to be RRATs. We have also detected a number of so-called
‘pertyons’, bursts of terrestrial origin that exhibit frequency dependant delays similar
to the ν−2 laws of dispersion in the interstellar plasma (Burke-Spolaor et al. 2011a).
However, it is likely that if ‘extragalactic’ bursts such as the event of Lorimer et al.
(2007) are detected in the HTRU surveys, the enhanced time and frequency resolution,
in addition to the increased dynamic range, will allow for better characterisation of such
bursts. We have also developed a real-time transient detection system, as part of the
upgrade of the BPSR instrument. This provides important real-time monitoring of RFI,
as well as the chance to follow up on significant radio transients within minutes of the
burst arriving at the Earth.
4. The Future of the HTRU surveys
Although the mid-latitude survey is now complete, we are already re-processing this
survey with greater sensitivity to relativistic binary pulsars. This has the potential to
make important new discoveries, including systems more relativistic than the the double
pulsar system PSR J0737−3039A/B. In addition, we have barely scratched the surface
of the high and low-latitude parts of the southern hemisphere survey, nor much of the
northern survey. The low-latitude survey is the deepest survey of the Galactic plane ever
performed, and will make important constraints on the pulsar population, and on the
timescales for RRATs and similar nulling pulsars (Burke-Spolaor et al. 2011b). Finally,
the high-latitude survey covers a large area of sky that has never before been surveyed
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at this frequency, and the increased sensitivity to transient events makes will provide a
powerful dataset for understanding and characterising short duration radio transients.
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